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This cookbook is a continuation of CEE DUB'S DUTCH OVEN with over 150 new recipes, new

photos, and all new stories. Many of the recipes are contributed by friends who also enjoy Dutch

oven cooking and the outdoors, to provide a variety of tastes and favorites. There are shortened

sections pertaining to the history, selection, and care of DO's which provide a wealth of information

for the beginner and the more experienced camp cook.
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After reading Cee Dub's first book and then his new Second book, we can only conclude that it is a

must for the camp cook. The recipes are delicious, healthy and easy to produce. Cee Dub also

indicates how to spice each recipe up with our own preferred tastes. His tall tales make you want to

read the book in one sitting. However the recipes make you want to start cooking. Having lived near

the area Cee Dub refers to in his travels, I can imagine seeing him out there on the river and in the

backcountry where I work and play. Cee Dub gives little tid- bits of hints to make every camp cook

more seasoned and makes every upcoming trip a feat to look forward to. His stories of "pards" gone

by touch the soul of anyone who enjoys good times, friends and family. I would like to know the "real

story" behind some of the antics going on in Ceedub' s camps. I doubt people would ever want to

leave with such a gracious host, great cook, and even better story teller. Keep up the great work,

Cee Dub, we will never put you down!

a few months ago i got on this cast iron kick,bought a couple skillets and a pair of dutch ovens and



all the tools and was ready to be a camp cook, only problem was, I had no dutch oven recipes. I

read a few reviews and decided that experience was the best teacher and Cee Dub seemed to fit

the bill. I've gotta tell ya, ol Cee Dub puts it all together in a very easily understood cookbook that

explains things in great detail, not to mention that the best parts may well be the stories he shares. if

you want an education on how to cook with a DO, this book is the real deal. a word to the wise, dont

buy junk iron, LODGE is the best of the best, bar none, remember, you're only going to buy it once

so you might as well have the best.ily

This books tells you the basics of how to get started with dutch oven cooking, and includes very

simple recipes for novices such as myself. I enjoy this book! It includes humorous side stories which

are good reading.

I like the recipes the most in this book and the little tips he gives in the book also. is a great cook

book I have bought a Dutch oven cause we are going to get back in to camping this spring And I

think I will try some of the recipes in this book before camping season gets here.. The book is very

simple to read and the recipes are easy to understand. I did some research before buying this book

to see if it had the kind of camping recipes I was looking for ,and it did, so that is why it gets the 5

star rating from me. And I would recommend this book to family and friends

Once again Cee Dub in rare form - Whether you're already a great dutch oven cook or just

beginning - this book will turn you into a "Great River Chef" or "Great Camp Cook". You can even

turn your backyard cookout into a neighborhood happening - Great Value - "No Class"

Got this for my wife as she is getting into dutch oven cooking. Seems to be heavy on recipies and

not as much on technique. Would have liked a little more nuts and bolts stuff.

Good, time tested recipes, using simple ingredients. Will be trying some of these recipes,

particularly the easier ones, on an upcoming camping trip.
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